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/ / / Abstract -This paper presents a zero-skew gated clock routing technique for VLSI circuits. The gated clock tree has masking gates at the internal nodes of the clock tree, which are selectively turned on and off by the gate control signals during the active and idle times of the circuit modules to reduce switched capacitance of the clock tree. The clock tree topology is constructed based on the locations and the activation frequencies of the modules and whereas the locations of the internal nodes of the clock tree (and hence the masking gates) are determined using a dynamic programming approach followed by a gate reduction heuristic.
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1.
INTRODU(;TION
Clock gating methods recently gained attention as a way of reducing power dissipation in digital circuits. In a typical synchronous circuit, especially in a general purpose microprocessor, only a portion of the circuit is active at any given time. The remaining parts of the circuit are idle but may experience unnecessary switching, thereby dissipating power. In addition, instructions of the processor are not executed at the same rate. Some instructions are more frequently executed than others. This fact motivated the development of Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) architecture. Our work is also motivated by this same fact, that is, the instruction frequencies are used for power optimized clock routing.
We assume that the modules are Moore-type sequential machines (see Figure 1 ) or a cluster of such sequential machines. This assumption is made because in a Moore machine, there is no switching activity once the clock is shut off. In contrast, in a Mealy machine, activity in the external input lines can cause a switching activity in the combinational logic even when the clock is shut off. The basic idea of clock gating is to mask off the clock to registers of the modules that are idle. This keeps the inputs of the combinational logic block steady, preventing any switching, and hence dynamic power dissipation in the circuit.
In this paper, we address the gated clock routing problem. We insert gates immediately after every internal node of the clock tree to minimize the dynamic power consumption (see Figure  2 ). These gates can also serve as buffers and can be sized for fine tuning the phase delay of the clock signal. clock tree should be enabled (the control signal is true) whenever any of its descendant gates are enabled. This suggests that the control signal of a gate is the successive OR fimction of the control signals of its descendant gates. One should design the control circuit carefully in order to avoid hazards to the operation of the entire circuit. Some of the difficulties in designing the control circuit and their solutions are discussed in section 4.4.
In [7]
, a gated clock tree topology construction was suggested for DSP chips. The authors used high-level synthesis information to determine the tree topology. However, geometric locations of the registers were not considered. In contrast, our method applies to microprocessor chips and considers the placement of the registers. In addition, we propose a method for clock tree construction based on the instruction frequencies of the processor. Instruction frequency refers to the average percentage of the time an instruction will be executed in the real programs. This can be extracted from instruction level simulation of the processor with a number of benchmark programs. The instruction frequencies are used to extract the module activities as will be discussed in the following sections. We will investigate how the probabilistic information (instruction frequencies) and the geometrical information ( s m k locations) are used to guide the low power clock routing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some terminology and the precise problem statement. Section 3 describes how activities of the clock tree nodes are calculated. Section 4 describes the clock tree construction based on activities and sinks' geometry. Sections 5 and 6 show our experimental results and conclusions.
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connected to the root of the clock tree through a series of enabled gates from the root to the node and denote it as 6(v). except the root, of the rooted topology T with edge ei, ei connects vi to its parent in T (see Figure 2 ). Let I ei I be the length of edge ei.
Switched Capacitance
Consider a clock tree without gates. For a particular edge e, the power dissipation on the edge e is given by 1 2 power(e) = -co IeIafvjd where co, a, f , Vdd are the unit wire capacitance, switching activity of the clock net, the clock frequency, and the supply voltage, respectively. For the clock net, a = 2 since there is one rising and one falling edge in every clock cycle. So the above equation becomes If we can block the clock signal from reaching the edge e without causing any hazard to the entire circuit, the power dissipation in the clock tree can be reduced. We define node activity as the percentage of the time a tree node v is where the e , vi relation was defied earlier.
During layout synthesis step, Vdd and f are user-specified parameters, hence we use switched capacitance as a measure of the power dissipation. The switched capacitance w(ei) of an edge ei is given by There can be a load capacitance associated with each node. Including the node capacitance Ci at vi, the switched capacitance is given by
The objective of our low power clock routing is to minimize subject to zero skew constraints.
3.
ACTIVITY COMPUTATION
To get W(T), we need to compute 6(vi) for all the nodes. Let P(Mi) be the probability that Mi is active (i.e. Mi receives the clock signal). By default, 6(vi) = P(Mi) for any leaf node vi. Suppose a non-leaf node vk merges two leaf nodes vi and vj. Then the activity of vk is given by
In general, for any internal node vk,
where M I , M2, ...,M, correspond to the leaf nodes of the subtree rooted at vk.
If a Register Transfer Level (RTL) simulation is used to find the probabilities in Equation (1)) a huge number of clock-byclock module usages have to recorded. Certainly, the time complexity will be very large. So we propose a method for computing activities using more efficient instruction level simulation of the processor and knowledge about RTL description of the processor. Let P(IJ be the instkuction frequency of I., and let N(Ii) and .%f(vk) be the set of used modules of Ii and the set of leaf nodes of vk respectively. Then 6(vk) is found by the procedure given below. Figure 3 ). The nearestneighbor heuristic of [5] greedily merges two nodes when the geometric distance between the two corresponding merging sectors is minimum. Our method is also greedy, but the merging sequence is determined by the switched capacitance. Let ms(vi) be the merging sector of vi. Suppose we try to to merge (ms(vi), ms(vj)) and the root of the merged tree is vk. We can uniquely determine /ei\, lei[ such that the zero skew constraint is satisfied. Then the switched capacitance SC after the merge of (ms(vi), ms(vj)) is When we merge subtrees bottom-up, we merge sectors that result in the smallest switched capacitance as given in Equation (2). Without S(vi) and the load capacitance Ci, C,, the problem is identical to that in [5] . Our entire algorithm is outlined below. It has been shown that merging the nearest neighbors is effective in reducing the total wire length [ 5 ] . Also, if we merge small activities, the resultant activity will be also small. That is, if we merge nodes with higher activities first, in the merging sequences that follow, the activity of nodes will be constantly higher because activities increase monotonically as we go up the tree. This means that we want to bring the high activity nodes to the tree as late as possible so that the overall activity in the tree will be reduced. Our method is similar to the tree construction of Huffman encoding [3] except that our method considers geometry of nodes in addition to the probability of nodes.
PROCEDURE ComputeActivity(vk) begin
PROCEDURE
4.3
Reduction of Gates
Inserting gates at every node of the clock tree may result in large area and increase complexity of the control circuit and the routing of the enable signals. There are cases when inserting gates hardly reduces switched capacitance. We can think of three cases when a node does not need a gate.
1.
2.
activity of the node is close to 1 switched capacitance of the node is very small activity of the parent node is almost the same as activity of the node
Case (1) is obvious since there is no time frame during which the node can be shut off. In case (2), the node's switched capacitance is so small that having a gate can only reduce switched capacitance marginally. In case (3), there is very little increase in activity when we go up from the node to its parent. In this case, it is not necessary for both the node and its parent to have gates. Only the parent will have a gate, and the resulting switched capacitance is at most slightly higher than the case that both nodes have gates.
3.
However, these gate removal schemes may remove so many gates in the tree that the phase delay of the clock signal may increase rapidly. So we included a rule for enforcing a gate insertion regardless of those three schemes whenever the subtree capacitance of the node reaches, say 20C, , where C, is the input capacitance of a gate.
4.4
In this subsection, we discuss some of the issues in designing the control logic. Assume that all the registers are triggered by the clock rising edge or the clock 'high'. The gated clock should be designed so that every sink must see the clock pulse as if the clock signal is never gated. Both the timing of the clock rising edge and the clock pulse duration should be preserved for correct operation of the entire circuit. To pass the correct clock pulses, all the gates from the root to the active module must be enabled before the clock edge comes in. That is, if a module is to be active in the current clock cycle, this fact must be known in the previous clock cycle. This can be done, for example, in a microprocessor with pipeline; instruction decoding stage determines the instruction type and modules to use, and then the control logic enables gates necessary to deliver clock signal from the root to the specific modules in the execution stage.
Design Issues in Gated Clock Routing
Processors generate data path control signals for enabling tristate buffers or for addressing MUX outputs to feed the data from the registers to specific combinational circuits. Naturally, these data path control signals have similar timing as the gate control signals. Some gate control signals may even be shared with existing data path control signals. Therefore gated clock control logic can be easily integrated with the existing control circuitry for processor.
If the gate enable signal comes while the clock is high, the sink may see unwanted transitions. Thus, the enable signal should be odoff only when the clock is low. Besides, the enable signals should not have glitches while the clock is high because this may introduce extra clock pulse. In practice however, designing glitch-free circuit is difficult.
[ 11 suggested to use a latch in addition to the gate to filter out glitches while the clock is high. However, we do not need to place latches at every internal nodes of the clock tree. It is sufficient to use latches only at the last stages of the tree (the gates immediately before the modules). The timing diagram of an enable signal is shown in To prevent this, the gate enable signal may be designed to remain high for one or two clock cycles even after the module is gone idle. This prevents unnecessary switching of the enable signal between the consecutive active cycles of the module. Note that it is harmless to feed the clock during the idle time of the module.
EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
We implemented our algorithm in C++ for Sun Sparc 20 workstations. For sink locations (module locations) and the sink load capacitance, we used the benchmark rl-r5 from [8].
The instruction frequencies and the used modules for each instruction are generated according to a probabilistic model of the CPU when it executes typical programs. An instruction can have a number of different operand addressing modes. If an instruction has k different addressing modes, we consider it as k different instructions because each addressing mode will use different modules. The benchmark characteristics are shown in Table 2 . The number of instructions in the table is a reasonable guess for a RISC machine when addressing modes are considered. The average number of used modules per instruction is made to be 40% for all the benchmarks (this can be seen in the column labeled Ave(!M(I,))). That is, about 40% of the modules are active at any given time on the average.
Note that the power consumption of the gated clock tree will be at least 40% of the ungated clock tree as a result. Our program takes from 1 second to 2 minutes on a Sparc 20 workstation for the above benchmarks. Detailed CPU times are shown in the tables. We used 20 different random seeds to generate module usage of the instructions for each benchmark. The averages are shown in Table 3 . In this experiment, bufferdgates are inserted at every node of the clock tree. The buffered clock tree is a commonly used method in current clock routing. The buffered clock tree is constructed with buffers whose size is half the size of AND-gates, which is a reasonable assumption.
Gated clock trees are constructed using two heuristics, the nearest neighbor heuristic and our proposed minimum switched capacitance heuristic. The table shows that the switched capacitance of the gated clock tree is much less than the buffered clock tree with only marginal increase in wiring costs over buffered clock tree. The power savings are almost 40% on the average, that is, the gated clock rooting consume only 60% of the power consumed by the buffered clock trees. Besides, our minimum switched capacitance heuristic further reduces switched capacitance about 9% over the nearest neighbor heuristic.
Another experiment shown in Table 4 uses gate reduction scheme presented in section 4.3. Buffers are inserted using the same scheme except that activities are disregarded. It can be seen that reductions in switched capacitance are still significant, that justifies the use of the gate reduction method. Due to the reduced number of gates, switching reductions of the gated clock trees are less than the previous experiment.
However, the number of gates is about 15 -20% of the previous experiment, which is a significant reduction in the area occupied by the gates.
CONCLUSION
We presented a gated clock routing which has significantly lower switched capacitance over buffered clock trees. We presented a clock topology generation heuristic based on the module activities and the sink locations. We proposed a method that takes advantage of instruction level simulation to find the node activities of the clock.
Our experimental results showed that the gated clock routing significantly reduces power dissipation over buffered clock routing with marginal increase in routing area and the number of gates. Furthermore, our proposed minimum switched capacitance heuristic further reduced power dissipation over the nearest neighbor heuristic.
In our power estimation of the clock tree, we have not included the short circuit power, the power associated with the additional control logic and with the routing of the enable signals. However, also not included is the power saving on modules, which is a more significant saving than the power saving in the clock tree itself. We believe that the power saving in the clock tree and the modules are large enough to compensate the additional power consumption due to the control logic and the enable signal routing. Furthermore, a module in this paper refers to, from coarse to fine grain, a chip (PCB, MCM) or a large functional unit (Floating-point Arithmetic) or any sequential elements in a circuit. In case the module has several clock sinks, the slnk location of the module should be approximated as the geometric center of the module's original sinks. A designer should consider trade-off among the power, area and the complexity of the gate control logic. If the granularity is too coarse, the benefit of power saving is less. On the contrary if it is too fine, the complexity of gate control logic and the routing of the enable signal is too high. A simulation of different design styles may be needed to get optimum module granularity. 
